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Sports and Movement, Arts and Culture, and Nature and Climate. Site’s landscape has a dual 

Considering the site’s good connection to 





Duisburg’s landscape park



 



Pic 3 Landuse map of the desig area’s region (Landesvermessung und Geobasisinformation 

Pic 24 Biotope types, Vegetation’s structure and land use (Land Brandenburg, 2010, no page).
Pic 25 development’s concept (Land Brandenburg, 2008, no page).

Pic 27 Sketch of climbing facilities on the silo’s building (Shahrokhi,2021).
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“Museumspark”, which is an open
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accessible through a 20 minutes’ walk from the southern area, to Museumspark and design 

one direction to several lakes leading to “Falkensee” and 
“Steinitzsee” in a close distance. It is accessible with 

doesn’t seem to be reasonable, 















after the end of industrial activities in the area. Therefore, the situation’s changes after 2010, 







Vegetation’s structure and land use
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tation’s structure and land use
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”
needs “supplementation with indigenous trees and bushes”. 

, however, it’s application in design, do

development’s concept (



or biodiversity. The development’s concept’s map shows the importance of reducing 



competition’s point of view, and site features from site analysis, the main concept is formed. 
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credit to the nature’s growth and 

each one’s application to the area is 
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architectural aesthetic feature, a renewal won’t take place and 





some parts of the path’s strategy. 



Government “
Sometimes, nothing changes but the item’s use” (department 

. In another definition, “Adaptive reuse is the act of 

These modifications are often accompanied by significant physical changes to the building” 

“ ”

“The historic urban 

natural values and attributes, extending beyond the notion of “historic centre” or “ensemble” 

notably the site’s topography, geomorphology, hydrology and natur

heritage as related to diversity and identity” 
“

” claimed to be “those that best respect and retain the building’s heritage 
”

order to focus on the application of the term” adaptive reuse” in a posti
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another” (Clark, 2013, 6)
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museum” (Clark, 2013, 6), which makes it closer to the 
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generations” (Clark, 

community’s



have a game changer’s value on the success or failure of the 

place in today’s life, 

this work does not identify as an “Adpative reuse” project, as 

“To reinterpret existing structures and enhance them artistically with the aim of ‘value 
addition’. This has been attempted most consisten

” (Event 



aesthetic function, Building’s physical and service functions such as improving indoors 

air’s 



itself doesn’t work, so weather the hanging systems that are based on ground or roof, should 

From the aesthetic and design’s point of view, it is preferred that the plants hang directly and 



 
 
 
 

 



this study’s point of view. 

Regarding the green roof’s construction on the existing roofs, the thickness is calculated due 
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“The Ruhr region lies between two rivers, the Ruhr to the south and the Lippe to the north. 

, 2). “The discovery of hard coal gave the 

like mushrooms” (
one during it’s time.

“
in addition it has 18.3 % woodlands” (
agglomeration in Germany and one the largest in Europe, but “
metropolis than, for instance, London, Paris, or Barcelona” (

“The Em

all, as well as complete accessibility to the space, have become reality here”
41). “The RVR –

–

ork” (

“In the late 1980s it was 

– –



them as symbols of its industrial culture” (

“With the profile climate metropolis RUHR 2022 the Ruhr region has been marketed since 

limate friendly life, studying and analysis of the work done under the “Emscher 
Landscape Park” project is useful as a case study for Landscape design in Rüdersdorf. 

, also called as Metropole Ruhr, “is one of the largest 
dustrial conurbations in Europe” (Regionalverband Ruhr, 2018, 2). Since the approach 

“When, in the 1980s, de
great force, the district started to build Europe’s largest landscape park. The Emscher 

yond” 

“The topography of industry is the park’s trademark. Nature is to be given back almost all 



“Architect nature”, with its beautiful colours an
and above all given time” (Regionalverband Ruhr, 2010, 11). 

“what is happening in the Ruhr area can no longer be paraphrased with the word “park”. It is 
a regional cultural landscape, unprecedented in cultural history, that is emerging here” 

“are not green islands in the industrial sea but starting points for reoccupying a 
lost natural space” (Regionalverband Ruhr,2010, 59). “While the large

for tourists”, “the 
recreational landscape thus becomes a cultural landscape mirroring the Ruhr area’s history of 
development”, at the same “all measures concerning the development of the Ruhr area’s 

habitants’ quality of life” 

the nature and plantation to rebuild itself, “One of the fundamental decisions made was to 

evidence of the resilience of nature” (Regionalverband Ruhr, 2010, 37). However, in or

is thesis’s point of view in 

to rebuild itself, as it is tried by ”the French 
landscape architect Gilles Clément presented in his book “Le jardin en movement” (Garden in 

with only a few careful interventions on his part”(Regionalverband Ruhr,2010, 39) seems 

more actions are needed in the first place and the “freedom of growth approach” can be 

ruined constructions as it is in Rüdersdorf. From writer’s point of 

s, that already exist, is a similar question in both cases. “From 

park inventory” (Regionalverband Ruhr, 2010, 59).



“Artistic placements of large landmarks and an appreciative handling of the place’s historic 

revaluation of its functional architecture” (Regionalverband Ruhr, 2010, 63). This helps 

“In the 19th century, the Ruhr area’s iron and steel indus

cyclists” this transport system can be interpreted with a design language as a potential well 
connected network to place the pedestrian and cyclist’s paths, and this region is a good 
example of providing “tightly woven network of regional walking trails and cycle paths” as 
“Leisure traffic” after 1980s (Regionalverband Ruhr,2010, 180). 

Duisburg’s Landscape Park

Duisburg’s landscape park 
Duisburg’s landscape park, which is a part of Emscher Landscape Park project, has similarities 
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preting the existing “syntax of landscape” with its structures, 

al landscape located in the immediate vicinity of the city. The ironworks’ relics are 

”
Duisburg Landscape Park was one of the layers of the Park’s design.

“In the park, four independent layers are interlinked: the “Blast Furnace Park” in the 
ironworks, the “Rail Park” with its parks and promenades, the “Water Park” with canals, 

hich during the ironworks’ active phase 
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an open space museum with information boards that explains the process as it was in it’s time. 
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the park’s design,
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keeping the connection of two sides and site’s unification





level which is same as the ring path’s level in this point, a group of bicycle racks are designed 









the biodiversity protection areas into the wood’s direction. 

to create a view with all layers of site’s life. 
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